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Abstract—Medical imaging plays a central role in a vast range of healthcare practices. The usefulness of 3D visualizations has been demonstrated for many types of treatment planning. Nevertheless, full access to 3D renderings outside of the radiology department is still scarce even for many image-centric specialties. Our work stems from the hypothesis that this under-utilization is partly due to existing visualization systems not taking the prerequisites of this application domain fully into account. We have developed a medical visualization table intended to better fit the clinical reality. The overall design goals were two-fold: similarity to a real physical situation and a very low learning threshold. This paper describes the development of the visualization table with focus on key design decisions. The developed features include two novel interaction components for touch tables. A user study including five orthopedic surgeons demonstrates that the system is appropriate and useful for this application domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Medical imaging is one of the cornerstones of healthcare and opportunities for improved diagnostics steadily arise thanks to technology advances. For the benefit of the patient, the acquired image data sets become larger and more complex [2]. The image-related clinical workflow includes several parts: diagnostics (including data acquisition and the radiologist’s image review), treatment planning (such as pre-operative surgery planning), and actual treatment (such as surgery). The main focus in our work is treatment planning where interaction with volumetric imaging data has been shown to be very beneficial in clinical practice. Several previous research efforts demonstrate the usefulness of 3D visualizations in terms of increased efficiency and lowered risk of complications, for example for lung [16], gastric [23] and adrenal [35] surgery. Nevertheless, usage of interactive 3D outside of the radiology department is still very scarce in many institutions despite an excellent standard of care from other aspects.

This situation of underdeveloped usage of mature visualization technology despite high potential benefits is the foundation for the work presented in this paper. Our assumption was that the limited deployment was due to not taking the prerequisites of the clinical environments fully into account. We hypothesized that central requirements for visualization systems for general healthcare were: a) similarity to a real physical situation and b) an extremely low threshold for usage learning. A touch-controlled table-top display was identified as a suitable platform for achieving these design goals.

This paper describes the developed system, the Medical Visualization Table (MVT), from the first ideas via a prototype demonstrator to a complete mature system. The work includes an analysis of the application domain and a description of how the design requirements evolved according to user feedback. Finally, we investigated the benefits of the MVT for pre-operative planning by orthopedic surgeons. Here, five orthopedic surgeons studied two authentic cases of pelvic fractures. The key research contributions are:

- Introduction of two interaction concepts for table-top displays: movable alternator pucks and natural size zoom
- Enhancement of an existing proof-of-concept prototype by introducing 6 DOF interaction and arbitrarily oriented clip planes
- Investigation of the usefulness of the system for pre-operative planning by orthopedic surgeons
2 Related Work

As this application paper touches on several highly active fields of research, the review of previous efforts in this section will not attempt to cover everything but has a rather strict focus on touch interaction for volumetric visualization. Regarding other options for interactive visualization of volumetric data we refer to the following surveys: 3D user interfaces [4], 3D interaction input devices [10, 3], and augmented reality displays for medical use [36].

Touch interfaces are often considered as intuitive and easy to use. The commercial success of touch-controlled smart phones in itself demonstrates the validity of this standpoint. Several researchers have investigated the advantages of large touch screens. Kim et al. [20] found that touch is more efficient than the mouse for selection tasks, and that multi-touch brings additional efficiency. Novice users performing sorting tasks were studied by North et al. [30] and touch interaction was here significantly faster than mouse usage. Yu et al. [42] showed that their touch interface was preferred for exploratory tasks. Better task performance with touch could not be shown, but this was believed to stem from hardware limitations.

There are also potential benefits of large touch displays for collaborative scenarios. The effectiveness of joint decision-making can be improved thanks to equal access to the interaction, as found by Rogers et al. [32]. Moreover, the interaction gestures were shown to effectively let collaborators convey their reasoning, without the need to always verbalize it. Hornecker et al. [15] further studied the awareness aspect. Touch input was found to be superior in supporting helping behaviors and hand-overs. An interesting finding was also that more interference situations occurred for touch interaction. The suggested remedy was not to remove these conflicts, but to provide effective tools to deal with them, for instance making it easy to follow actions by others and allowing swift switching of responsibilities. Isenberg et al. [19] showed that the tabletop display is well suited for collaborative work on document-centered visual analytics tasks.

Touch-controlled visualization tables have been applied to many domains, for example scientific visualization [42, 18], surveillance [9], and architecture [19]. Touch screens are increasingly used in the medical context [39] and many applications for image review are available in touch-controlled versions. Although less common, there are also examples of table applications or other large-size screens for healthcare professional use. Stereotactic workbenches have been suggested for medical tasks such as surgical training and planning [21, 24, 8]. Other examples include a case study on brain fiber exploration [42] and a touch-enabled version of a traditional image display system with some 3D visualization support [1]. Although not a table or touch solution, the medical 3D visualization system developed by Gallo et al. [11] share some design objectives with our work. The system includes support for stereoscopic displays and mouse or Wiimote input.

The design of touch gestures has been addressed in many previous research efforts, in particular the challenge of mapping 2D touch interaction to more degrees of freedom (DOF). A basic form of gesture design is to control panning by mapping it directly to movement of a single touch point. Approaches to additionally control 2D orientation without a second touch point has been proposed [22, 25]. With two touch points further opportunities arise and the rotate-scale-translate (RST) gesture design, described by Hancock et al. [14], has become widely popular. A key characteristic, known as “sticky fingers”, is that interacting fingers always remain with the original virtual contact point in the data set.

Working with 3D data using touch gestures poses further challenges. At least 6 DOF need to be handled: rotation around x-y-z axes, panning along x-y axes and zooming. Some approaches have employed simplifying restrictions such as shallow depth [12] or no rotation [27]. Hancock et al. [13] extended the sticky fingers concept to 3D manipulation, using a third touch point to achieve rotation about x and y axes. A variant separating translation and rotation interaction was presented by Martinet et al. [28]. Reisman et al. [31] achieved a 3D extension to RST also using virtual contact points. An error minimization solver in screen space finds the RST operation that best corresponds to the new screen position of the touch points. Another approach to make more operations available without introducing complex gestures is to employ mode-alternating zones, as presented by Yu et al. [42]. In this work interaction is with the 3D space itself rather than with objects, which is not the case in our system.

3 Application Domain

Two application domains for the MVT are in focus in this paper: treatment planning/execution and autopsies. The current usage of 3D visualizations in these domains is outlined in this section. The description is based on an informal but extensive investigation that consisted of numerous interviews, both over the phone and in person, with physicians representing a vast range of specialties. The working environment of these physicians was large hospitals with fully digital image handling since many years.

3.1 Treatment planning and execution

Medical imaging is a crucial component of the healthcare workflow for a vast range of diseases, and for most physicians ordering radiology examinations is an everyday task. The process connected to an imaging study is shown in figure 2. The term referring physician will here be used to denote the physician in charge of the patient’s treatment, as a distinction from the radiologist doing image reviews.

There is a large variation in how extensively the referring physician interacts with the images themselves. For certain physician specialties such as surgeons the images are crucial, whereas the radiologist’s textual report is sufficient in other cases. Moreover, among the image-centric referring physicians there is large variation in the level of 3D visualization usage.

One group in our interviews that represents a high expressed need for 3D but low level of actual 3D usage was orthopedic surgeons. An overview of the activities where there is potential use of 3D visualization for an orthopedic surgeon is given in figure 3. The first of these activities is an initial assessment of injuries and treatment options at an image-centered session with a radiologist and several orthopedic surgeons. The images are presented by a radiologist via a projector. Today 2D images are very dominant, but for certain complex fractures the radiologist can prepare static 3D snapshots. The snapshots can cover a series of angles, but free rotation or other manipulation is not available to the orthopedic surgeons in our investigation.

A second image-centered session that is today dominated by 2D images is the pre-operative planning, where tasks such as planning drill angles and selecting appropriate materials (screws, plates, etc.) can be very challenging. The orthopedic surgeon performs the planning individually but can consult colleagues at times. There is some intra-operative use (during the operation) of imaging but of limited

Fig. 2. Overview of physician roles and activities related to the medical imaging workflow. Numbers refer to activities relevant for this paper, see figure 3.

Fig. 3. Overview of orthopedic surgeon activities where 3D visualizations potentially could provide value. Bullet points denote the clinical task in each step.
value as the surgeon does not wish to interact with mouse and key-
board themselves. Imaging for post-operative follow-up is commonly
done despite image artifacts from the metal materials used. Again,
the 3D snapshots prepared by the radiologist is used in pre- and post-
operative activities for the complex cases.

Other groups of referring physicians, such as colorectal surgeons,
had similar needs but with more emphasis on multi-disciplinary team
(MDT) collaborations. The initial illness assessment lead by the radi-
ologist often include several surgeons, an oncologist, a pathologist and
if necessary an urologist and a gynecologist. The usage of 3D even in
the form of static snapshots was less than for the orthopedic surgeons.

Orthopedic and colorectal surgeons anticipated that full access to
3D visualizations would be useful to understand complex anatomy bet-
ter and potentially lead to shorter operation times and fewer complica-
tions. The foreseen benefits pertained to both sessions with the radi-
ologist, other MDT meetings, pre-operative planning, intra-operative
guidance, and post-operative follow-up. The need in intra-operative
use is underlined by the fact that since the incision should be mini-
mized, the overview of the anatomy is highly limited during surgery.

There are, however, referring physicians already putting 3D visual-
izations to extensive use, in our investigation primarily represented by
cardiovascular surgeons. Pre-operative planning using 3D is consid-
ered essential for the quality of surgery. Features studied in 3D include
diameters, lengths, angles, and spatial relations of anatomic structures.
The development needs for 3D visualization voiced by these surgeons
revolve around usability aspects.

It should be noted that in all the scenarios above 3D visualization
would be used in multiple relatively short sessions rather than pro-
longed use throughout a day.

3.2 Autopsy

Autopsies have traditionally been a cornerstone for improving qual-
ity of health care. Medical conclusions such as cause of death con-
stitute an important feed-back for treatment revision. While the rate of
medical autopsies is in decline for various reasons, their medical
value has repeatedly been demonstrated [33, 5]. Post-mortem imag-
ing (PMI) is an active research area in this domain. There is evidence
supporting PMI as a valuable adjunct to physical autopsies [5] and on-
going research investigates if and when it also can be a replacement
[38]. The non-invasive character of PMI may lead to increasing au-
topsy use, since physical autopsies are often declined. Forensics is
another discipline highly dependent on autopsy results. Forensic PMI
is not yet a wide-spread routine, but where such operations are being
put to practice significant benefits have been shown [26, 40].

Adding PMI to the traditional autopsy workflow means that it is
extended with an imaging scan of the cadaver before the regular phys-
cal autopsy. Potential activities related to the 3D visualizations corre-
spond to the three first parts in figure 3: initial assessment, pre-autopsy
planning and intra-autopsy guidance. The first activity is viewed as
the most important and is also the most frequent of the three in cur-
rent practice. In this image-centered collaborative discussion between
radiologist and pathologist, 3D visualizations are considered essential
to many of the investigations.

4 Virtual Autopsy Table Demonstrator

The visualization table development was conducted in several phases.
The first system developed was the Virtual Autopsy Table (VAT) demon-
strator specifically targeting PMI, see figure 4. While multi-
touch technology and surface computing had been identified as
promising for medical imaging applications in general, the VAT
project aimed to go further in demonstrating concrete advantages for
a specific application, namely the PMI process. The VAT system is
not the focus of this paper, but since feedback on the VAT constituted
important input to the development of the Medical Visualization Ta-
ble, the design will be briefly described here. Apart from PMI needs,
VAT design considerations were also influenced by the fact that public
demonstrations and exhibitions was a primary target for the demon-
strar.
At the onset of the VAT development the main requirements identified was perceived simplicity (R1) and responsive interaction (R5). Feedback on the VAT was then iteratively collected from numerous usage sessions during approximately a year, the latter part overlapping with the start of the MVT development. The VAT was during most of this time located at a research center within a university hospital, but was also showcased at four different medical conferences. Feedback was continuously collected from a large number of radiology technologists, radiologists and other physicians trying out the system. At several occasions informal workshops were performed, containing organized interviews and careful observation.

The conclusions at this stage was that simplicity (R1), “wow” factor (R3) and realism (R4) needed to be top priorities on the requirement list for the MVT. The main reason for the requirement of an alluring system (R3) is that physicians reported that the perceived effort of adopting yet another system can often be overwhelming. A system that invokes use not only for rational but also emotional reasons has a better chance of realizing its potential. Along similar lines, simplicity (R1) and realism (R4) are important since the obstacles for both initial and sustained usage could be prohibitive. The many multi-user sessions demonstrated that statically placed elements such as the TF selection items caused uneven engagement around the table (R6). Occasional stability issues with different parts of the system provided a first insight into the importance of low-effort maintenance (R8).

The applicability of a visualization table for non-autopsy purposes such as treatment planning and teaching was commonly emphasized. A workshop towards the end of the VAT evaluation period focused on explicitly identifying the shortcomings of the VAT in clinical practice. It was then concluded that the feature set of the VAT was not sufficient. While the touch control as such received very positive feedback, the 4 DOF interaction was considered too restrained. The clip planes were found to be easy to use, but the restriction to major axes was judged inappropriate for actual medical use. Furthermore, the potential conflict of introducing complex features versus retaining low learning threshold lead to the separation of basic and advanced interaction requirements (R1 & R2).

Three forensic institutes were visited to gather in-depth information about MVT design requirements within forensic work. In these discussions the importance of real-world similarity was underlined (R4). Moreover, practical requirements on collaboration (R6) and maintainance (R8) were again brought forward. From the very early stage of MVT development repeated discussions with potential users and independent peers (medical IT professionals) were performed that included hands-on testing of the latest version of the evolving MVT. The importance of responsiveness and robustness (R5) was commonly emphasized and the collaborative need for effective hand-overs (R7) was identified. The refined collaboration-centric requirements (R6, R7) were motivated by a perceived risk that, despite the intentions, the MVT would often not be able to engage all persons around the table in interaction.

Next we will describe how these design requirements were realized in our system. First there is a description of the overall design and in the following subsections the rendering engine and key interaction components are presented in more detail.

5.2 Overall design
A number of design decisions concerned the hardware of the table. A major requirement here was the element of realism (R4). The conclusion was to keep the demonstrator’s targeted experience of “a patient on a table” which lead to the choice of a large screen, 46 inches at 1920x1080p resolution, primarily intended for horizontal display. However, it was also concluded that the possibility for vertical display would allow the table to be more versatile in terms of usage scenarios since it would be visible from a larger distance and be less space-consuming (R8). Therefore, a tiltable stand was selected, allowing horizontal, vertical and slanted orientations as shown in figure 5.

Several technologies for touch interaction were assessed. The demonstrator experience was that a multi-touch technology was preferable. Moreover, the environment in health care can be demand-

Fig. 5. A tiltable design was selected for the Medical Visualization Table, in order to enable use in many different scenarios.

Fig. 6. An example rendering created by our DVR module. At 1.33 samples per voxel, a frame rate of 23 fps is achieved.

ing and the interaction must be robust with regards to various lighting conditions (R5, R8). For camera-based systems that detect gestures optically through the screen the lighting robustness is a problem and they are also prone to needing recurrent calibration efforts. The selected technology was instead based on infrared sensors placed on top of a regular screen, which proved to have sufficient responsiveness (R5). Currently this solution does not allow sterile touch interaction, which needs to be solved if the MVT is to be used by the surgeon in the operating room. Further hardware considerations was to create an appealing and solid appearance (R3).

The intuitiveness of the system (R1) was in part addressed by the touch technology and also by the design decision to let the medical image heavily dominate the screen area, as for the demonstrator. There are no menus or toolbars visible and very few other GUI elements. This clean design is also intended to attract interest and desire to start using the system (R3). Perspective projection with a fix angle is used. On demand, the user can launch a set of browsable Multiplanar Reconstruction (MPR) views showing the three main orientations.

5.3 Volume rendering engine
The volume rendering software in the table consists of GPU-based ray-casting using Direct3D version 10 and high-end off-the-shelf graphic boards. Data is processed in texture blocks, sized 512\(^3\) at maximum. Textures overlap by one voxel to enable hardware-accelerated trilinear interpolation. Acceleration based on empty-space skipping is employed, based on block geometries according to [34].

In the default configuration, the rendering engine maintains a fixed high frame rate (25 fps) and reduces the rendering quality if necessary. Quality reduction is achieved by increasing the sample step size along the ray, whereas the ray density is always one ray per screen pixel. At full quality, the rate is 2.5 samples per voxel and a typical interaction quality corresponds to 1.33 samples per voxel. A representative scenario is shown in figure 6: a data set of 512x512x1895 voxels, rendered in a 1920x1080 viewport with 1.33 samples per voxel on an nVidia GeForce GTX580. Using the typical transfer function shown, the system achieves a frame rate of 23 fps.

5.4 Touch gesture design
The experience from the VAT demonstrator was that 4 DOF interaction was overly limiting. Therefore, the touch gestures designed for
the MVT enable 6 DOF, x-y pan, x-y-z rotation and zoom, through a combination of one- and two-finger interactions in the 2 DOF touch input to the screen. Illustrations of the gestures are shown in figure 7.

Rotation around x- and y-axes is connected to a single-touch movement and is relative to a global reference point. The reference point is by default set to the middle of the volume. The user can also explicitly define the global reference point through a double touch, which selects the closest visible point of the volume corresponding to the screen position. A fixed mapping of input movement to amount of rotation is used, typically set at 0.2 degrees per screen pixel.

The other DOF are rotate-scale-translate (RST) interactions achieved by two-touch pinching, which for 2D is well known in many touch applications. Rotation around the z-axis is connected to the angular movement of the directed line between the two touch points. The rotation axis is at the midpoint between the touch points, referred to as the “touch midpoint”. Panning in the x-y-plane is determined by the x-y movement of the touch midpoint. Because of the perspective model it is necessary to identify a depth for which the panning movement is equal to the input movement. This is defined as the closest visible point at the z-axis of the touch midpoint. Finally, the distance between the touch points determines the zoom factor, changing the distance corresponds to changing the zoom with the same factor. The three two-point gestures are available simultaneously which is intended to give a sense of direct and complete control (R1) and a typical two-point gesture would invoke all three interactions to some extent.

5.5 Movable alternator pucks

As previously described, the toolset of the VAT was not considered sufficient by potential users. A broad feature set is, however, an interaction challenge since the number of intuitive touch gestures is limited. A solution that has been proven effective in the past is to let a limited set of base features be directly available to the user whereas the remaining features are available after additional activation, still through straightforward touch gestures (R2). Applying a function then turns into a compound task: enter mode, execute function, exit mode. Buxton [6] argues that touch activation is an intuitive approach to realize temporary states for compound tasks. Yu et al. [42] employed frame areas for activation. One drawback with such an approach is that the area for unobscured view of the rendered image is decreased. Furthermore, with several frame areas representing different feature sets it is difficult to provide equal access to the tools at every position around the table.

To address the challenge of supporting a large feature set we developed an approach employing movable alternator objects, referred to as “pucks” due to their round shape and behavior. The alternator pucks activate specific feature sets. In our current implementation there are three pucks corresponding to TF adjustment, TF preset selection, and clip plane interaction. The user touches and holds the puck with one hand and performs the desired interaction with the other hand (figure 8). As soon as the puck is released the base features are again available.

The mobility of the pucks enables equal access for all table users, and this is further emphasized by the round shape (R6). Rotationally invariant puck design (R6) is available for TF selection and clip plane thickness, as shown in figure 9. Thumbnails representing TF presets are optionally presented in a radial layout. Browsing and focusing on thumbnails is done through a single-finger touch. The clip plane thickness is set by the diameter of a circle around the clip puck.

An additional advantage of the movable puck approach in the collaborative context is that all users know which person in the group is currently in control (R7), which is another improvement of the MVT over the VAT. The result is that for the base features, such as rotation, everybody can interact and when more advanced features, such as clip planes, are being used a single person interacts and it is clear who it is. Passing on the control to another user is done by sliding the puck across, like a relay race baton. As suggested by Hornecker et al. [15], the intent is to provide an effective way of handling interference between collaborators. For increased realism, the pucks are subjected to a virtual friction as they slide and puck collisions are handled according to the laws of physics. Furthermore, when the table is in vertical mode a gravity force can be applied pulling the pucks downwards.

5.6 Natural size zoom

Similarity to corresponding clinical situations with a real patient is one of the identified key design factors for the visualization table (R4).
Displaying the patient data in natural size is an important part of the experience of realism. Perspective projection is used for the volume rendering of the MVT in order to achieve best possible depth cues. Using perspective projection means, however, that the concept of natural size is undefined since the size depiction depends on the depth position. Our solution to this problem was to provide a straightforward way for the user to define which part of the data that the natural size calibration should be performed on.

To apply natural size magnification the user selects a rectangular region of interest (ROI), see figure 10. The touch gesture used consists of four fingers representing the corners of a rectangle. The gesture acts both as an activation of the natural size command and as the definition of the ROI. In case the four positions significantly deviate from a rectangular shape, the natural size command is not activated, which allows for other four-point gestures to be available simultaneously. As an indication that the natural size gesture has been recognized, the system displays a corresponding rectangle frame on the display.

The system then analyzes the content of selected ROI along the full depth in the virtual projection model. A depth map of visible (having non-transparent TF mapping) points is collected. From this depth map a reference point is derived. Finally, the plane that is parallel to the screen plane and includes the reference point is the one to be shown in natural size on the screen. The calibration requires that the physical sizes of voxels and display are known. The magnification consists of both a zoom and a pan operation, through which we ensure that the screen position of the reference point remains fixed to allow undisturbed focus of attention for the user.

There are many possible solutions for deriving the reference point from the depth map. We opted for the straightforward approach to use the point closest to the screen plane, see figure 11. The derivation of the depth map can be done in different ways, in our current implementation 100 rays are cast evenly spread in the ROI. The implementation could easily be made more precise but we anticipate that it would make little difference for the user experience.

6 User study design

A user study was performed in order to assess the MVT system in a major intended application area, namely treatment planning by orthopedic surgeons. The study was set up to mimic a realistic clinical scenario and included physicians reviewing two actual patient cases using the table. The objective was to overall evaluate the potential clinical usefulness of the MVT but also to receive feedback on the fulfillment of the design requirements described in section 5.1, primarily R1-R5. In order to receive as broad feedback as possible, each surgeon took part independently. The drawback of this decision was that the assessment of collaborative aspects such as R6-R7 could not be based on hands-on usage. The user study also aimed to gather opinions regarding future development. We opted for a predominantly qualitative user study, complemented by a minor quantitative questionnaire, since we judged that broad and deep insights were only attainable through observation in combination with an open and flexible interview format. The appropriateness of a qualitative approach in this type of studies has previously been acknowledged [41, 7].

6.1 Participants

Five persons participated in the study, all employed as orthopedic surgeons at a university hospital. Their level of expertise ranged from residents that graduated three years ago (two, both female, both 29 years of age) to attending specialists (three, all male, ages 50, 51 and 54) with more than 20 years of experience. All of the participants were potential users of the table in their current work and they were familiar with it as a concept. However, none had seen or tried the table prior to the study. They received no compensation for taking part in the evaluation.

6.2 Task and procedure

Each participant took part in the study on an individual basis, one at a time. First demographic background information was obtained regarding their age, gender, experience and expertise. Participants then reviewed a written instruction material before the actual session at the table began. Participants were explicitly encouraged not to feel any pressure to give positive assessments, although they were aware that one of the experimenters was involved in the development of the table.

The session at the table consisted of two parts. First, there was a demonstration. This prepared tutorial provided an overview of the table and a step-by-step walk-through of its interface components and their basic functionality. This demonstration never exceeded five minutes. Second, participants were given two authentic cases of pelvic fractures, with which they interacted independently. The starting point of the cases was a 3D front view of the pelvis. This view could then be subject to interaction and alteration according to each participant’s choice. The overall tasks were to diagnose the fracture and plan the treatment. The treatment planning included a decision on whether to perform surgery or not, and if so, also to describe appropriate procedures and material needed for the surgery. The reason for having specific tasks was to provide a goal for using the table rather than telling the participants to explore it freely. The two specific tasks were chosen since they represent the pre-operative planning actions that the orthopedic surgeons perform when faced with a fracture.

While carrying out the tasks the surgeons were instructed to “think aloud”, meaning that they should describe what they did, why they did it, and also what they would like to do. Our main interest was to gain as much information as possible about how the table supported the surgeon when working on these tasks. Therefore participants were encouraged to ask questions and request help. Assistance was given primarily when the surgeons expressed intended actions beyond the basic interaction, by introducing additional features available in the table. To a small extent, reminders about the basic functionality and other information to resolve confusion was given. We let each participant work on two different cases, the second one was presented when the participant had agreed on being finished with the first. The motivation for this was to encourage as much interaction as possible within a reasonable time-frame. Consequently, order of presentation of the
two cases was not a factor that could affect the outcome of this study negatively.

One experimenter engaged in the demonstration of the table and in assisting the participant when needed. A second experimenter took notes and also documented the session by voice recording. A prepared interview guide was used. It included a set of predefined questions that covered various aspects of the design goals (section 5.1) and also a number of potential questions used to prompt the participant to “think aloud” when needed. Both experimenters engaged in the conversation and made sure that all questions in the interview guide were covered by the end of the session. Some questions were discussed while participants worked on the cases and some were reviewed afterwards.

After using the table participants completed a subjective satisfaction questionnaire. The responses were given on a 5-point rating scale: Strongly unfavorable (1), Unfavorable (2), Unsure (3), Favorable (4), and Strongly favorable (5). The questionnaire covered the following issues:

1. **Overall impression**: The overall impression of the table.
2. **Willingness to use**: Whether the orthopedic surgeon would like to use the table in their daily work.
3. **Efficiency for planning**: Whether using the table would save time for pre-operative planning.
4. **Efficiency for surgery**: Whether using the table would improve efficiency during surgery (specialist, age 50). There were three statements concerning general impressions of usefulness, Overall impression, Willingness to use, Recommend to others, and in all three cases the study shows a strongly favorable mean rating of 4.4. Both the younger and less experienced participants and the older specialists contributed to all levels of the rating scale (3-5). Hence, for this participant pool, age and level of experience did not seem to affect the attitude towards the technique.

The issues behind the rather general statements in the questionnaire were discussed in greater detail during the sessions at the table and these findings provide a more nuanced and informative view of opinions. Below, these findings are summarized under the following four subheadings: Ease of use and learnability, Clinical usefulness, Workflow, and Desired features.

### 7.1 Ease of use and learnability

Low learning threshold and high usability was central objectives in the design of the system, reflected by design requirements R1-R5. Regarding the overall impression of the table all participants expressed positive statements. The interface was considered intuitive and convenient, and it was easy to learn how to use the basic functionality. The comments about learning threshold expressed an anticipation that novice users would quickly learn the basic functionality, although some of the more advanced functionality (activated via the pucks) would require some practice. All appreciated the clean interface with only a few visible GUI elements and emphasized the benefit and importance of the screen being focused towards visualizing the 3D image.

Regarding the interaction, the touch gestures were described as intuitive and straightforward to use, also for one of the participants who pointed out that he had never used a touch-controlled interface before (specialist, age 54). The surgeons were asked if they perceived the interaction as robust and responsive. They all concurred, through statements that the result of actions on the screen was what they expected and that they felt in control. Even though the participants did not bring it up, the experimenters noted a few occasions of unintentional gestures due to holding the knuckles of inactive fingers too close to the surface. For the additional MPR slice views it was commented that touch gestures were more efficient for transversal browsing than using a mouse.

The pucks were in general described as a convenient approach for reaching additional features. The interaction that caused some confusion was the advanced parts of the clip plane functionality, namely to control and understand slab clipping. The surgeons adopted the natural size zoom as an integral part of the toolset and no usability obstacles could be noted. It was pointed out that displaying the data in real size could be very useful for treatment planning when deciding on what material to use (e.g., size of plates). Nevertheless, for a majority of the session time higher zoom level than natural size was used, for instance for various close-up views.

![Fig. 12](image-url)
An indication of overall ease of use was that when asked about how they experienced their session everyone stated that the very brief introductory demonstration covered their needs to start using the table. The positive impression of the interaction was reflected by spontaneous comments such as:

"It is so much better to have both your eyes and your fingers in the image" (resident, age 29)

"It is very fun to interact with the table and that is an aspect that should not be neglected" (specialist, age 50)

The first comment describes an experience that the MVT is less of an obstacle for the image review reasoning process, as compared to the mouse and keyboard practice this surgeon was used to. The second comment illustrates the enjoyment that all participants expressed when using the touch screen, but also underlines that the allure of the system (R3) can be important for its clinical adoption.

7.2 Clinical usefulness

The view that the table is a relevant and useful tool for clinical practice was expressed by all orthopedic surgeons. The usefulness was primarily pertinent for complex cases. A complicated fracture, for instance, was described to be effectively studied using the table. The surgeons appreciated reviewing the bone fragments and their relation to other parts. The think-aloud clinical comments revolved around how to remove or put fragments together, what materials to use, where and in which angle to drill, etc. One surgeon (resident, age 29) commented that using the touch interface is a type of motor learning exercise, beneficial as a preparation for the surgical task.

Whereas most comments made were in favor of the system, as also illustrated by the quantitative results, one of the surgeons (specialist, age 50) was more reserved when assessing the usefulness. All participants except him said spontaneously that they immediately saw significant value in MVT usage. Although he acknowledged the added benefits, he stated to manage very well with the imaging available today, and assessed that the benefits would not be any significant improvement for him personally. He also stated, however, that the reason for the already satisfactory situation was because the radiologists were highly supportive in providing suitable static 3D renderings as requested.

The surgeons' assessments of the table were made in the context of the current practice of being provided 3D snapshots in a series of angles around a certain axis. All agreed on that the free 6 DOF interaction of the table provided substantial additional value. One reason is that for any clinical question that arises, the best possible view to assist the investigation is always available. During the session it was also evident that the surgeons intuitively rotated slightly back and forth around the selected viewpoint, presumably to get a clearer mental 3D model. Compared to not having 3D snapshots (viewing only 2D slices), the surgeons described even larger benefits with the table, in terms of effectively and efficiently comprehending complex anatomy. Nevertheless, all surgeons agreed that the 3D rendering alone is by no means sufficient for their needs, the combination with 2D slices is essential. Thus, the possibility to bring up browsable MPR views was highly appreciated. The need for MPR views was mainly due to the fact that internal structures of the bone are often very difficult to depict in 3D, and, to a lesser degree, that the surgeons were accustomed to primarily work in 2D.

Two types of usefulness were discussed, time savings and quality of work improvements. The main advantage the surgeons expressed was increased confidence during the surgical procedure. A logical consequence of such statements would be that the result would be shorter operation times, fewer complications and/or better outcomes. However, some surgeons were hesitant to drawing far-reaching conclusions to that end. Others (resident, age 29, and specialist, age 51) were more conclusive and both used the following statement to emphasize the benefit of efficiency as well as quality:

“If you are well prepared when you go into surgery you decrease the ‘open wound’ time”

7.3 Workflow

In this section we present results regarding visualization table aspects with respect to the treatment planning workflow stages: initial assessment, pre-operative planning, intra-operative guidance, and post-operative follow-up. The main result is that the surgeons believed that the table would be a valuable tool during all stages of work. The major advantage of the table and the volumetric visualization was seen for pre-operative planning, both to make the treatment decision and then plan the operation in more detail. This was particularly stressed by the two less experienced surgeons. They appreciated the table as an aid in creating an accurate mental 3D model, which is essential to create before going into surgery, especially for complex anatomy.

Several surgeons brought up the possibility to use the table in the operating room to refresh the mental 3D model and produce visualizations tailored for specific decision points that arise during the operation. Regarding intra-operative use the surgeons pointed out the importance and challenge of supporting sterile touch interaction, which is not yet supported by the MVT. The usefulness for post-operative follow-up was also anticipated to be significant, since judging the outcome of treatment often includes complex three-dimensional assessments. Finally, one participant (resident, age 29) spontaneously commented that the MVT would be very suitable for training purposes.

The orthopedic surgeons disagreed somewhat on whether collaboration would be more effective using the table. The ones in favor agreed that the size of the screen was important to support collaboration. It was seen as valuable that everyone can easily interact with and manipulate the view regardless of position. The alternator pucks were acknowledged to fulfill this requirement. The surgeons’ current image review practice was described as limited with respect to collaboration since one person is in charge of the mouse and others have to ask for interaction and potentially switch position to use the mouse. The surgeons saw the benefits of the table format and the puck mobility in this respect. However, one participant (specialist, age 50) pointed out the fact that for many cases everyone wants to see the same view of an image. The users must then stand at one side of the table, which means that there is only room for 2-3 persons.

Regarding the possible orientations of the table the surgeons’ preference was dependent on usage scenario and ergonomics. When used pre- and post-operatively the horizontal orientation was considered better especially when several persons use it together. When used at surgery a vertical orientation was requested. The surgeons would not like to leave the patient to lean over another table, therefore the visualization should be visible at a distance.

7.4 Desired features

The user study resulted in several suggestions of desired additional features in a medical visualization table intended for orthopedic surgeons. The table system version in the user study lacked standard tools such as segmentation and length/angle measurements, and this was requested. The main use of segmentation would be to remove parts of the skeleton for a clearer view, in a better way than a clip plane can do. One example is to remove the femur (thigh bone) to reveal the acetabulum (hip joint surface). A better visualization of muscles and tendons was requested, as this information is important for some treatment decisions. Since the data acquisition method does not separate different types of soft tissue well, it is difficult to tackle this problem in the visualization step.

There were also more visionary suggestions to create a full virtual operation using the table. This would require virtual representations of all materials used and the possibility to move bone fragments as done during surgery. Given the plethora of materials and implants, trying out the best choice in advance would save surgery time and improve clinical outcomes. Additional benefits of such simulation systems would be for effective training.

8 DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the lessons learned with regards to the application design, summarize the realized benefits for the application domain and, finally, suggest some future work.
8.1 Design lessons learned

A number of design lessons relevant for the targeted domain have been learned during the course of our work. The design requirements from section 5.1 are one part, and the positive results from the user evaluation demonstrate that at least R1-R5 are relevant. On a more detailed application level, additional lessons pertaining to table-top visualization systems in clinical scenarios have been learned:

- **L1**: A large multi-touch display can be suitable as a visualization solution for real clinical scenarios
- **L2**: A clean interface dominated by the rendering inspires to interaction
- **L3**: The similarity to real-world situations provided by 3D imaging in a table format is important
- **L4**: 6 DOF interaction with the 3D rendering is necessary
- **L5**: Clipping along main axes is not sufficient, free orientation is needed
- **L6**: 3D renderings alone are not sufficient, the combination with slice-based views is preferred
- **L7**: Movable alternator pucks are practicable for enabling large feature sets with few touch gestures
- **L8**: The ROI approach for natural size zoom in perspective projection is feasible and useful

As lessons L1-L4 are the result of consistent feedback from many sources, it is reasonable to assume that they are generally applicable for the medical domain as long as imaging is a central clinical component. Lessons L7 and L8 relate to very general concepts and are thus also likely to have a wide applicability. Lessons L5 and L6, on the other hand, stem solely from the orthopedic surgeons’ feedback and are probably more pertinent for medical professionals with advanced image review needs.

8.2 Domain insights enabled

The evaluation showed that in a pre-operative setting the MVT enables the orthopedic surgeons to reach insights important for their clinical task. Furthermore, the table provides advantages compared with current imaging tools. The orthopedic surgeons claimed to get a better understanding of complex anatomy, to get better support for planning the surgery procedure, and to get a better foundation for follow-up assessments. The ability to freely investigate a fracture in 3D views allows a detailed perception of fragments and their surrounding that is hard to achieve using 2D or static 3D imaging only. The table supports effective insight creation for surgery planning in terms of trying out hypothesis and revealing unexpected findings. The table assists in creating the accurate mental 3D model of the patient’s anatomy that is necessary to comprehend before going into surgery. This is vital for planning on how to place the incisions, how to reconstruct the fracture by fitting the bone fragments together, what material to use and how it should be placed and fastened. The natural size capability of the MVT contributes to these insights.

A relevant question is if the visualization table is pivotal for providing 3D capabilities to the domain, or if regular 3D applications could bring the same improvement. The study supports the conclusion that the table does make a significant difference, since the surgeons were favorable to the similarity to the real-world situation of having a patient in front of them. Another indication to the same end is that despite the maturity of 3D applications, wide-spread usage in this domain has not been achieved.

The orthopedic surgeons in this study expressed that the radiologists they worked with were very supportive about providing images and reconstructions specifically for treatment planning and follow-up. Furthermore, their experience was that this was not the case in other institutions which means that for instance series of 3D snapshots could be rare elsewhere. While not studied in this work, it seems likely that the clinical usefulness of the visualization table would be even greater in scenarios where orthopedic surgeons have more limited support for advanced visualization from the radiologists.

8.3 Future work

While aiming to mimic a clinical pre-operative situation, the evaluation was not performed in a true clinical workflow where MVT usage was followed by an actual operation. Thus, further studies under such conditions are needed to verify the clinical value of the MVT predicted by the orthopedic surgeons in our study. Such future work is also pertinent for use during surgery and for post-operative follow-up, which in this paper was studied only in the form of the surgeons’ anticipations. An important part of future evaluations is to include quantitative assessments of the effectiveness and efficiency (accuracy of treatment planning, time saving, treatment outcome quality, etc) of the MVT to further establish its value in this application domain. Finally, the collaborative aspect needs to be investigated further, in order to verify the predictions from the surgeons based on individual use. Both surgeon-surgeon and surgeon-radiologist collaborations are of interest.

As the needs and prerequisites in post-operative use of the MVT are very similar to pre-operative use, it is likely that the clinical benefits are also similar. A prioritized development for the MVT is to support sterile interaction for intra-operative use. Motion sensors could be a solution, but performance in terms of robustness, responsiveness, and accuracy needs to be evaluated. Potentially, the GUI and gesture set need to be adapted.

Medical education is another application domain where the visualization table could offer benefits, and in particular anatomy and pathology studies. In recent years the dominant role of cadaver use has been questioned in favor of medical imaging material [29] and 3D visualizations of actual clinical cases has been successfully used [37]. Compared to visualization of 3D models, the ability to use clinical patients makes it possible for the students to review a broad range of normal variants, rather than just a single example. In many respects the visualization sessions in anatomy education is similar to the clinical situations described in section 3.1. Future work includes specifically tailoring our system for teaching purposes.
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